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Western Cape Government Department of Economic Development and Tourism 

REPORT ABSTRACT

1. Project background

cycle for broadband.” 

The report summarises the final business case for 

the Western Cape Government (WCG) 

Department of Economic Development and Overall programme

Tourism (DEDAT) Connecting to the World  The WCG DEDAT, with the support of the 

broadband project let under tender EDT 004/11. Department of the Premier (DotP), has initiated a 

This document describes the background to the process to develop a provincial Broadband 

project, summarises the 'As Is' situation and 'To Be' Strategy in consultation with a broad range of 

vision, builds on the findings from the primary stakeholders: provincial, national and local 

research exercise and provides the justification government, the wider public sector (SOEs and 

and rationale for executing the Connecting to agencies), private investors and the public.

the World project.

As part of this process, a strategic framework was 

The World Bank defines broadband as, “an formulated to establish the parameters and the 

interconnected, multi-layered ecosystem of principles of the initiative within this transversal 

high-capacity communications networks, key priority areas and projects identified which 

services, applications and users … The are expected to impact significantly on the 

ecosystem includes the networks that support broadband landscape in the Western Cape, 

high-speed data communication and the specifically relating to government service 

services these networks provide. It also includes delivery, education and access of citizens, as 

the applications provided by these services and well as economic development. Figure 1 shows 

the users who are increasingly creating the priority projects and the overall process flow 

applications and content. Investments – by the that resulted from this process.

public and private investors and agencies – and 

user demand expand the reach of high speed 

networks. These networks increase the 

availability of high-quality services to both users, 

and applications providers. Applications access 

these services to reach users, who respond to the 

affordability of these services and relevance of 

the applications. Users then grow in number and 

sophistication, demanding and driving greater 

investment in networks, creating the virtuous 
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Process followed national, provincial and local government 

For each work stream, a process was followed offices, healthcare institutions (clinics, day 

that included researching the future state based hospitals, and hospitals), libraries, government 

on local and international benchmarking ('To community centres and recreational centres.  In 

be'), assessing the current state ('As is'), total, data for approximately 8000 locations was 

identifying the gap between the two states and collected and plotted using a GIS (Geographic 

synthesising a way forward. Information System). To reinforce the research, 

interviews were conducted with representatives 

Th is  report  concerns the Connect ing of various custodians of public infrastructure in 

Government, sometimes called Connected order to determine and understand the factors 

Government, work stream. that could help or hinder the use of the particular 

infrastructure so as to stimulate and speed up the 

development of broadband infrastructure. In 

total, 90 unique interviews were conducted with 

the interviewees including the Provincial 
Primary and Secondary Research

Broadband SteerCom members, Information 
The determination of the 'As is' state for the 

Technology (IT) personnel, finance personnel 
Connecting Government project involved an 

and municipal managers.  In addition, further 
investigation consisting of both desktop research 

qualitative and quantitative data concerning 
and on-site fieldwork into existing infrastructure 

broadband was sought through nearly 200 face-
connecting all government facilities in the 

to-face and over 450 telephonic interviews.
Western Cape.  This included all facilities such as 

2. Connecting Government: 

‘As is' situation
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Figure 1: WCG Priority projects identified

Source: PGWC, 2011



Provincial government voice and data networks the main supplier and, more recently, high-

Telecommunications for the WCG departments speed fibre-based broad-band services from 

can largely be split into the voice and data Neotel within the Central Business District 

domains. (CBD) of Cape Town.  Some services are 

?The data domain is mostly handled by the provided by WispA, a wireless service 

DotP CeI (Department of the Premier, Centre provider with a footprint that extends across 

for e-Innovation), and provides a 'one stop' the Western Cape (and other provinces). 

data serv ice to the 13 provincia l  Internet Solutions (part of Dimension Data) is 

departments. The WCG believes that it is the bulk supplier of Internet bandwidth to 

mandated by the SITA (State IT Agency) Act SITA.  Vodacom and MTN's 3G/HSPA services 

to procure data services through SITA and are accessible to the WCG through the 

observes a tight relationship with the agency. eMobility scheme.

SITA in turn procures connectivity services #Records showed that CeI procures 

from pre-approved suppliers with Telkom as around 430 circuits from SITA, and that the 

Source: PGWC, 2012

Figure 2: Distribution of WCG facilities across the Western Cape
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bulk of these are low speed at sub- are not serviced by the voice infrastructure, 

12Mb/s , with 256kb/s services to clinics there is likely an opportunity for cost savings 

being the largest number. being missed.  Since the provincial voice costs 

?For the voice domain, the Department of are approximately R100m p.a., and the DoPW 

Public Works and Transport provides a (Department of Public Works) only cross-charges 

centralised voice switching capability for approximately R2m per month (R24m p.a.), and 

some 9000 users in 14 buildings in Cape Town R75m of calls are currently off-net, there is a 

(mainly the City Bowl area to include Dorp good chance that savings could be made when 

Street and Wale Street, all with 021-483xxx moving onto a provincial network.

prefix).  The Department of Health and the 

Municipal voice and data networksWestern Cape Education Department are 

Based on data from StatsSA and data from the not currently part of this network and hence 

primary research exercise, the Western Cape their calls are 'off net'.

Municipalities spend around R175m p.a. on 

telecommunications.  This is dominated by the Research has been conducted on provincial 

City of Cape Town (CoCT) at around two thirds of spending for telecommunications and related 

the overall spend.  The balance is split between services. Figures have been extracted from 

four municipalities with spending over R5m, four National Treasury data and this approach has 

in the range R2m to R5m, and twenty with an been vetted by the Provincial Treasury.  The 

average spend of around R1m.overall spend is in the region of R190m per 

annum.  Considering the spread over the 13 

Findings have shown that many of the departments, the DotP and Health clearly are 

municipalities have deployed sophisticated the main spenders together accounting for 

networks using mainly wireless and some fibre more than two thirds of the spend.  The main 

with the objective of interconnecting buildings area of spending is for SITA Data Lines (this is 

so as to avoid data costs and call charges.  The almost exclusively allocated by the DotP) and 

wireless systems are typically wireless networking telephone usage with the Department of Health 

technology (WiFi) units operating in the as the biggest spender.

unlicensed (and hence unregulated) ISM 

(Industrial, Scientific and Medical) frequency Since the Department of Health (DOH) and the 

bands. The systems have been designed and Western Cape Education Department (WCED) 

1. Mb/s or, more fully, Megabits per second means one million of the smallest units of digital information per second. 

Kbp/s refers to kilobits per second.
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implemented using internal resources, but there ?Telkom: Telkom has an extensive fibre 

are residual issues with shortcomings in terms of backbone across the Western Cape.  Telkom 

technical ability and the capability to support prov ides  backbone serv ices  on a 

the systems. Very few organisations make their  competitive basis (such as Synchronous 

networks available for community use or Digital Hierarchy (SDH), Multiprotocol Label 

upliftment. Our research has shown a general Switching (MPLS) and Virtual Private Network 

interest in the Municipalities deploying their own (VPN) services) but, to date, does not provide 

2access to its fibre network as dark fibre .infrastructure.

?Broadband Infraco: Broadband Infraco is a 

State Owned Enterprise which has three The CoCT has deployed an extensive fibre 

routes into the province terminating at a infrastructure and the second phase is waiting for 

facility in Rondebosch.  Broadband Infraco's funding while a third phase is envisaged.  CeI 

current portfolio is centred on bulk SDH have advanced an agreement to add 76 WCG 

transport and no access to dark fibre is sites located along the routes established under 

provided.  Broadband Infraco is looking to Phase 1 of the project.  The execution of this 

make more access points ('points of project is imminent as the necessary approvals 

presence') available in the Western Cape in and paperwork are in the process of being 

the coming years.finalised.

?Co-build and FibreCo: The Co-build 

consortium of Neotel, Vodacom, MTN and Existing backbone infrastructure in the Western 

SANRAL  is building fibre routes that follow the Cape

N1 and N2 routes to Cape Town, and include Vital to the formulation of any broadband 

connectivity to the submarine cable landing strategy is an understanding of what existing (or 

stations at Melkbosstrand and Yzerfontein.  near term) infrastructure can be used, 

The N1 leg of the project is underway.  A particularly on an 'open access' basis.  Open 

second company, FibreCo, a consortium of access means that the physical infrastructure 

Internet Solutions, Cell C and Convergence can be used (i.e. leased) by any suitable party, 

Partners, intend to follow similar routes but such as a licensed broadband operator, rather 

make their fibre available on an open access than having to buy a broadband service which is 

basis. FibreCo will first concentrate on the N2 more restrictive and expensive.  In the Western 

route into the Western Cape.  Construction is Cape the following assets have been identified:

2. A term originally used when referring to the potential network capacity of telecommunication infrastructure, but 

now also refers to the increasingly common practice of leasing fiber optic cables from a network service provider.
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expected to commence in 2012. similar in nature to those specified by other 

?Dark Fibre Africa (DFA):  DFA is an open nations and states/provinces. The focus of these 

access fibre provider.  They have an installed countries was more on the penetration levels at 

footprint in the Cape Town CBD and are a household level rather than at a government 

building a link to Yzerfontein.  DFA do have building level. However, there is general 

plans to build on the N2 and N1 routes but  consensus that connecting government 

research suggests that their plans will be buildings is a best practice as evidenced in case 

subsumed into those of others. studies from India, Singapore, the United 

?Neotel has private fibre in the City of Cape Kingdom (UK) and uMhlatuze. These case studies 

Town. Other operators such as Vodacom (and others) show that there is no clear choice  

Business and MTN (including MTN Business) between using public sector or private sector 

have limited fibre in the metro area.  infrastructure to connect government facilities. 

Vodacom Business has also deployed fibre in This is a matter of policy and depends on the 

the Paarl-Wellington-Stellenbosch area. security approaches adopted.

Best practice

Identifying best practice for connecting 

governments is not straightforward. Most 
Targets for Connecting Government

rankings of e-government are based on the 
The WCG has identified various targets for the 

availability and scope of nationwide e-citizen 
broadband programmes and these are 

services and not on government connectivity. 
captured in the Western Cape Broadband 

There are no official international core indicators 
Strategic Framework.  Relevant to the 

measuring Information and Communication 
Connecting Government project are the 

Technologies (ICT) in government that could be 
following short term 2014 /15 targets:

used to identify top ranked countries. The 
?70% government buildings and 100% of 

inference is that countries that rank highly in 
public schools connected. 

terms of e-services have high levels of 
?Large government buildings and specific 

connectivity.  With this in mind four case studies 
targeted industries in the metropolitan area 

were looked at in detail.  These examples 
connected via 'fibre to the premises'.

considered were the Indian state of Andhra 
These goals are central to the strategy synthesis 

Pradesh, the city state of Singapore, the UK's 
and reference will be made to these goals later 

virtual private network approach and the local 
in the discussion.  During the 'To be' study phase 

example of the City of uMhlatuze.
research concluded that these goals were 

3. Connecting Government: 'To be' 

vision
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Singapore Next Gen NBN

Andhra Pradesh State Wide Area Network

the government. The high-speed network 

Singapore is an advanced nation and the promises better and faster online government 

responsibility for e-government in Singapore is services and, given its open access business 

split between two agencies. The Ministry of model, Next Gen NBN should save money for the 

Finance is considered the e-government 'owner' government by lowering prices for connectivity. 

setting policy and providing funding. The Other measures to reduce government 

Infocomm Development Authority (IDA) of connectivity costs include the Ministry of 

Singapore  is the Government Chief Information Finance’s (MOF) 'Net Economic Value' which 

Officer, developing master plans, establishing benchmarks the cost of government agencies' 

standards and providing technical assistance to services against the private sector. If the private 

government agencies for implementation. The sector can carry out a service more cheaply it 

iGov Council, chaired by the Permanent will be selected.  The government is also moving 

Secretary of Finance, provides policy and away from owning and operating facilities and 

strategic direction. Its members include the pushing Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) for 

Permanent Secretaries of ministries and an large scale infrastructure projects (over US$50 

advisory panel with representatives from the million) including ICT.

private sector.

Singapore has used a series of plans to guide e- Andhra Pradesh is one of the poorer states in 

government development over the last thirty India and also has a literacy rate below the 

years. The e-government plans have been national average. Given this socio-economic 

developed in coordination with national situation, it is surprising that it has been among 

Information Technology (IT) plans. Each plan has the most successful Indian states in implementing 

had specific focus areas and has been e-government. It started relatively early by 

accompanied by targeted actions to achieve establishing the first Department of Information 

goals.  The country's Next Generation Technology in the country in 1998. This was 

Nationwide Broadband Network (Next Gen strongly backed by the state's Chief Minister who 

NBN) is being developed as an open access envisioned Andhra Pradesh becoming India's 

tiered network. One company manages the Silicon Valley.  Andhra Pradesh has come a long 

backbone infrastructure whose components are way from the days when resistance from 

leased out to different service providers. The fibre government workers temporarily derailed e-

optic network will provide 1Gb per seconds government because of the fear of huge job 

1GB/s or better connections to users including losses from computerisation. Today the Andhra 

8 Western Cape Government Department of Economic Development and Tourism 
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Pradesh Informat ion Technology and encouraged to share work or sensitive 

Communications Department carries out a wide information with one another. Organisations 

range of activities in support of ICT including could also choose between different types of 

strategy and policy, e-government services, connection depending on their needs. 

standard setting, attracting investments to the Membership was open to government 

sector, promoting IT Enabled Services and departments, their agencies, non-departmental 

providing a state-wide communication public bodies and local authorities, as well as 

backbone. E-government implementation is private sector organisations delivering secure 

carried out through the government-owned services to GSi-connected public sector 

Andhra Pradesh Technology Services Limited. organisations such as the criminal justice, police 

and NHS networks.

The Andhra Pradesh State Wide Area Network 

(AP SWAN) is the backbone connecting The main driver behind the development of GSi 

government offices. Established in 1999, the AP was the plethora of inter-agency connections in 

SWAN is a hierarchical network linking the State UK government which made managing security 

headquarters (SHQ) with 23 District headquarters and connectivity budgets problematic. GSi not 

(DHQs) and 1,088 Mandal headquarters (MHQs). only provided better oversight, it also normalised 

The different levels of state offices are connectivity through an accredited, dual link 

connected by over 20,000 kilometres of fibre with connected backbone. In other words, the 

a bandwidth of between 2-8 Mb/s.  In addition network offers high levels of security and 

over 5,000 government offices spread across redundancy.

Andhra Pradesh are connected to AP SWAN 

using wireless technologies.

The City of uMhlatuze, which includes the towns 

of Richards Bay and Empangeni, has over the 

In the late 1990s, the UK government built a wide past few years established its own private 

area network called the Government Secure telecommunications network. The city has made 

intranet (GSi) which allowed connected wise investments in optical fibre on its power lines 

organisations to communicate electronically Optical ground wire (OPGW) and combined this 

and securely. Any government department that with the optical fibre needed for Closed Circuit 

had complied with the government code of Television (CCTV) projects. By adding some 

connection and code of practice could supplementary links, the city has established 

connect to the GSi, where they were connectivity to the areas of Nseleni, Empangeni 

City of uMhlatuze, KwaZulu-Natal

United Kingdom Government Secure intranet
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and Esikhaweni, including to the University of stimulate infrastructure development. Several 

Zululand campus in Kwadlangezwa. This is leading nations responded to the fiscal crisis of 

reinforced with a high-capacity microwave 2008 by boosting the development of 

radio backbone ring running at 150Mb/s in the broadband infrastructure. It was observed that 

unlicensed 5.7GHz band.  Some 40 point-to- most development plans were short-term (2 to 4 

point and point-to-multipoint radio links years) but some were longer-term (10 year) 

complete the network. plans. These plans tended to focus on rural areas 

and most included speed targets (measured in 

A wireless mesh trial was carried out in 2008 and Mb/s) and coverage targets (% of households). 

demonstrated that CCTV imaging could be The targets around the wor ld var ied 

carried over wireless mesh. With the (then) considerably and while some targets are modest 

relatively high cost of the equipment, the city (measured in Mb/s), others are ambitious 

chose rather to deploy fibre and point-to- (measured in Gb/s). A common thread was that 

multipoint systems. the investments were concentrated on fibre 

optics, either in the backbone or in the access 

3layer (e.g. FTTH ) with open access and All seven libraries in the area are provided with 

wholesale being key themes.broadband using this network. Voice over 

internet protocol (VoIP) voice is used in all the 

Taking the specific example of the United States sites served from a central switchboard in the 

of America (US), Congress passed the American main city building.  The total coverage of the 

2network is some 8000km . Reinvestment and Recovery Act (ARRA) in 2009 

in response to the financial crisis. The Act 

The network implementation was done in contained a total stimulus of US$ 787 billion 

partnership with GijimaAST. Their contract has although most of this amount was related to tax 

expired (and is currently in the second six-month cuts and extending entitlement programs such 

extension) and the capital programme is largely as unemployment insurance. The amount 

complete. allocated to new spending was only 35% of the 

total through government contracts, grants and 

loans. Less that 1% of the total was allocated for Best practices related to stimulating 

expanding broadband access through over 500 infrastructure development

projects, which had to be substantially Research has found that financial mechanisms 

completed in 2 years and fully completed in 3 are the most commonly used mechanisms to 

3.  FTTH means Fibre to the Home where fibre optic communications are extended directly to households, allowing for 

ultra-broadband services.
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years from award.

Practical measures for stimulating infrastructure development

The information gathered from international case studies showed that many government departments 

have a role to play in stimulating infrastructure development. Table 1 below shows a translation of the 

observations into terminology relevant to the WCG:

Stimulus action

Act as catalyst, facilitator and leader to co-ordinate regional actions.

Establish a supportive and complementary policy environment for 

suppliers to participate and form partnerships.

Aggregate local council demand to become an anchor tenant and 

stimulate other government agencies to join.

Make available at favourable rates, council assets, such as disused 

ducting and buildings to lower the construction costs.

Take the opportunity to install telecommunications ducting and create 

communications corridors as council opens roads and trenches for 

maintenance works.

Create or stimulate the building of an 'open access' Multi Frequency 

Network (MFN) such that this will provide core network and backhaul 

connectivity to other broadband access providers for the creation 

and extension of wireless networks, cellular networks and broadband 

cable networks.

Assist communities in exploiting opportunities for broadband 

deployment.

Ensure the effective utilisation of broadband networks in public sector 

activities such as e-government, e-health, e-learning and e-research.

Act as anchor tenants to provide a degree of financial stability for 

start-up networks.

Look at the processes around the management and granting of way 

leaves.

Mapping of services.

Consumer education on the benefits of broadband.

Department or organisation 

to collaborate with

All WCG departments

Dept. of Local Government

Provincial Treasury

Dept. of Local Government

Dept. of Local Government

Provincial Treasury

Dept. of Public Works and 

Transport

Dept. of Public Works and 

Transport

Dept. of Social Development

Dept. of the Premier

Dept. of Health

WC Education Dept.

Provincial Treasury

Dept. of Public Works and 

Transport

Dept. of Social Development

Dept. of the Premier

WC Education Dept.

Dept. of the Premier

Source: BMI-T, 2012
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National targets and plans for connecting Presidential National Commission on Information 

Society and Development (PNC ISAD) Government

recognised that in terms of the three stages of I n  South  A f r ica ,  the  Depar tment  o f  

service maturity for eGovernment, South Africa is Communications has taken a top-down and 

stuck at the “basic capability” stage. Improved bottom-up approach to broadband infra-

connectivity is needed to progress to the structure. Government is working to firm up the 

“Mature delivery” and “Transformation” stagesState-owned Enterprises (SOEs) of Sentech 

(Department of Communications - DoC) and 

Broadband Infraco (Department of Public Outlook for broadband network development in 

Enterprise - DPE) and although a merger is the Western Cape

Consider ing large scale inf rastructure rumoured, there are no definite plans to do so. As 

developments in the Western Cape, the described earlier, Broadband Infraco has a 

following points were noted:point-of-presence (PoP) in Cape Town and can 

?There is little to suggest that the private sector open more facilities in other strategic locations. 

in South Africa is interested in deploying Sentech is working on a National Broadband 

infrastructure beyond the N1 and N2 routes Wireless Network (NBWM) and was planning on 

plus some high value routes. The latter rolling out wireless broadband to rural areas in 

includes the routes from the cable landing KwaZulu-Natal in 2011. Although some 

station at Yzerfontein to Cape Town, and preparatory work was completed, this network is 

deployments in the Cape Winelands District not yet in service.

Municipality area.

?Broadband Infraco provides wholesale SITA's role is vital in connecting Government but 

communications but their business plan is their role is currently unclear. Their mandate 

4includes to “provide or maintain a PTN/VAN ” but currently focused on key nodes only.

the interpretation of this is unclear. Currently, their #Broadband Infraco currently only has a 

5 PoP in Cape Town.  However new PoPs WAN  is provided over commercial facilities 

can be created where a business need is leased from Telkom. It should be noted that SITA is 

identified. This capability has been not in the business of building networks, but rather 

factored into the planning identified later leasing services.

in this document.

4. A 'PTN' is a private telecommunications network while a 'VAN' is a value added networks.  These were terms used in 

the now defunct Telecommunications Act. This was replaced by the Electronic Communications Act which does not 

use these terms.

5.  A WAN is a wide area network which can span a company's or government's national facilities.
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?Sentech is relaunching itself with plans to an enduring asset is to deploy the fibre in ducts in 

deploy rural access with its NWBN (National trenches, with fibre blown into the ducts. Typical 

Wireless Broadband Network). Sentech has deployments use 96- or 144-pair fibre optic 

provided the WCG with an outline plan cables to provide ample headroom for growth. 

centred on existing technology, although this Around 80% of the project cost is in the civil 

plan has found to be wanting. engineering and the fibre cost itself is a relatively 

small portion of the overall cost.

Recommendations from the 'To be' study

There remains a place for microwave systems 

towards the fringes of the backbone network, to There are 4 000 unique government building 

be deployed tactically pending the installation facilities existing in the Western Cape. The 

of fibre optic systems. The state-of-the-art in terms majority (over 95%) of these links are sub -2Mb/s 

of microwave backbone systems is measured in Telkom Diginet links and although this is best 

single units of Gb/s (e.g. 1Gb/s) while fibre optic practice in South African networking terms, these 

systems can support thousands of such services, links fall below the access speeds envisaged by 

measured in Terabits per second (Tb/s; 1Tb/s = the WCG. Only through some form of 

1000Gb/s). Microwave access can be intervention will the nearly 100 hospitals, 300 

considered for more outlying areas, to be clinics and over 1 500 schools gain broadband 

replaced with fibre over time (5 to 10 year vision).access that will allow for telemedicine and 

Satellite solutions should only be considered as a remote education to become a reality in the 

last resort due to the limited transmission speeds, Western Cape.

relatively high costs and high latencies of 

commercial services. It was noted that this 

situation is set to improve in the coming years as The 'To be' study noted that the trend of 

new satellites are launched to serve the Southern accelerating bandwidth demands observed in 

African market, complemented with new the last 10 to 20 years points to a future that can 

commercial models.only be satisfied with communications centred 

on fibre optics and the 'headroom' that such a 

solution brings. Optical fibre infrastructure has a 

The recommendation put forward was that the lifespan of approximately 30 years (depending 

WCG should concern itself with pro-actively on factors such as the deployment mechanism, 

building infrastructure beyond where this is maintenance and local conditions). The 

available on an open access basis. A vital preferred method of deploying fibre to create 

component to this concept is that of open 

Gap analysis

Technology choice

Recommended strategy
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access and making available fibre to other #In a second phase, follow up with 

operators as the WCG’s own network communications to the towns where the 

requirements are hardly sufficient to justify the Local Municipality buildings are located.

network build. This could be done through #In a third phase, close the fibre rings to 

commercial leases (at competitive rates) and/or increase the availability and uptime of 

'fibre swaps' where operators exchange services the network.

without cross-charging. The WCG should itself ?Provide tools and resources for the District 

become (or at least facilitate) open access fibre Municipality and its underlying Local 

solutions which can be leased to the other Municipalities to deploy some broadband 

operators. The WCG can work with the service infrastructure. This is likely to comprise some 

providers to incentivise the deployment of point-to-point links in the unlicensed band 

connectivity. This can be done in some and some limited fibre deployments.

arrangement with the private sector and SOEs. #The concept centres on equipping the 

Municipalities (Local and District) to 

From the 'To be' study and anecdotal evidence, provide local access services to 

a step that is integral to the success of any fibre Government facilities. This is essentially 

venture is engagement with stakeholders, equipping them to further develop what 

specifically telecommunications operators. has been started in most Municipalities, 

bringing them up to a higher level of 

Given the geography of the Western Cape, as sophistication and to establish this level as 

well as resource limitations, a phased approach a standard. As mentioned earlier, the 

is recommended and some prioritisation is Western Cape Municipalities have 

required. The recommendations are that the already connected their facilities with  

PGWC could consider an approach like the one fibre and wireless systems, and that the 

that was developed in KwaZulu-Natal which is as level of penetration varies. Moreover, the 

follows: research highlighted technical and 

?Provide communications services to the delivery difficulties that need addressing.

towns that hold the District Municipality ?Primary research indicates that the 

buildings first. These are also the areas of municipalities are constrained by lack of 

highest commercial activity and interest. In resources and capital. Hence the WCG 

the Western Cape, th i s  would be needs to consider 'soft' elements such as 

Stellenbosch, Worcester, Bredasdorp, training and the provision of centralised 

Moorreesburg, George and Beaufort West. expertise to assist the municipalities. 
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Through a co-ordinated approach like the one Broadband Council should be established to 

outlined above, the WCG can provide high- monitor the project and provide a watchdog 

speed broadband connectiv i ty to al l  function. This Council should be staffed with 

government facilities. representatives of the various WCG departments 

and could be formed from the existing WCG 

Broadband Project Steering Committee.

The BPO will compile the technical plans, 
Following on from the above, a phased fibre 

determine generic requirements, work with the 
network build is proposed. The network concept 

municipalities to secure accommodation for the 
is to make use of open access fibre where it is 

metro PoPs, determine financing options, 
expected to exist, and to build out the balance. 

prepare documentation to run the EIA 
The preferred mechanism is to locate the fibre in 

(Environmental Impact Assessments) process, 
ducts laid alongside provincial roads, leveraging 

compile and vet the construction tenders, and 
existing way leaves.

establish and operate the NOC (Network 

Operations Centre).
Phase 0: Project initiation

A crucial stage in the success in the WCG 
Phase 1: Connect district municipalities to 

Connecting Government project will be the 
Broadband Infraco

equipping and staffing of the WCG Broadband 
In the first phase, connectivity is provided from 

Project Office (“WCG BPO”). The WCG BPO will 
the nearest Broadband Infraco point-of-

take overall responsibility for the design, funding, 
presence to the District Municipality main office. 

implementation, project management and 
As can be seen in Table 2, in some cases only a 

maintenance of the regional and local 
short local loop is required e.g.in the Central 

backbone networks. The WCG BPO will work in 
Karoo region (Beaufort West). In other cases, 

conjunct ion with ex ist ing government 
such as for the Overberg region (Bredasdorp), a 

departments and facilities (where appropriate), 
fairly significant build is required. Metro fibre and 

but should enjoy some degree of autonomy in its 
rural fibre involve the same general technology, 

processes.
but differ in the complexity of the build process, 

hence the notable cost difference that has been 
In terms of structure, the Project Office could be 

factored into the financial modelling.
located as a unit within the CeI or, more 

appropriately, as a standalone SPV (Special 

Purpose Vehicle). In parallel, the WCG 

4. Connecting Government: Technical 

proposal
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Region

Central Karoo

Eden

Overberg

West Coast

Winelands

Totals

Total fibre build in Phase

Table 2: WCG Phase 1 fibre network build

Metro fibre (km)

6.4

4.1

3.0

3.0

11.7

28.2

Rural fibre (km)

0.0

0.0

54.8

43.2

6.0

104.0

123.2

Leased fibre (km)

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Source: BMI-T, 2012

It is notable in this phase that no third party fibre is ?The CoCT's strategy is to self-fund its fibre 

leased as it is not expected to be available from build out. This means that the city builds its 

the commercial providers. In the above, the City fibre infrastructure at the pace at which it 

of Cape Town is assumed to be progressing its receives funding.  

optical fibre rollout, progressing form the second ?The CoCT sees itself as an infrastructure 

and into the third phases of deployment. This will owner and not a network service operator – 

extend optical fibre into the main routes of the except for its own internal use.

Northern, Eastern and Southern suburbs ?The CoCT does not intend to provide 

telecommunications services to citizens or 

businesses. City of Cape Town

The City of Cape Town (CoCT) is a strategic 

municipality in the Western Cape. The CoCT's Phase 2: Connect local municipalities to 

broadband strategy is at this stage primarily Broadband Infraco

concerned with connecting City of Cape Town The second phase extends communications 

government buildings to the core fibre network from the above sites to the balance of the towns 

that the city has built. The city has a very where the Local Municipality main offices are 

competent  In format ion Serv ices  and located.  This adds 26 secondary towns to the 

Technology (IS&T) Directorate which services the network.  This phase is characterised by requiring 

internal IS&T needs of all of the city's directorates six times the fibre routes of the first phase, and 

with respect to both voice and data services. In also requiring interaction with third parties to 

discussions with the IS&T Directorate the lease fibre (mainly along sections of the N2).

following emerged:
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Region

Central Karoo

Eden

Overberg

West Coast

Winelands

Totals

Split (%)

Total fibre build in Phase

Table 3: WCG Phase 2 fibre network build

Metro fibre (km)

5.2

39.0

26.5

8.3

53.2

132.1

15%

Rural fibre (km)

41.8

227.7

127.2

60.7

227.2

684.6

79%

816.7

Leased fibre (km)

0.0

15.1

15.0

0.0

16.0

46.1

5%

Source: BMI-T, 2012

Phase 3: Extend communications to other communities

The third phase joins the networks to create physical rings which are needed to allow the network to 

operate under fault conditions. This also adds the capability for connections to many schools, clinics and 

other locations as the fibre passes the facility. This is a major endeavour with over 1500km of new build, 

mostly on rural routes.

Region

Central Karoo

Eden

Overberg

West Coast

Winelands

Totals

Split (%)

Total fibre build in Phase

Table 4: WCG Phase 3 fibre network build

Metro fibre (km)

1.4

44.0

20.5

64.7

34.0

164.6

10%

Rural fibre (km)

55.0

331.8

144.3

649.8

206.9

1 387.8

88%

1 552.7

Leased fibre (km)

0.0

0.0

9.5

0.0

9.0

18.5

1%

Source: BMI-T, 2012

Figure 3 shows the extent of the three network phases. The red dots show the 131 rural towns identified in 

the 2004 study of the growth potential of towns in the Western Cape (2004).  A high correlation is noted.
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Figure 3: WCG backbone fibre project: Phase 1, 2 and 3

Source: BMI-T, 2012

 Phase 1 = light blue, Phase 2= light pink, Phase 3 = orange, Microwave = blue,  

Broadband Infraco routes = blue / red / light blue routes radiating from Cape Town

Phase 4: Municipal network assistance urban/metro fibre deployment per municipality. 

This will add a further 1500km of fibre to the Based on the feedback received during the 

network, taking the overall fibre deployment to primary research, it is recommended that 

around 4000km.budget is provided to advance the creation of 

local municipal networks. This will comprise of 

'soft' elements such as training, hosting of a WCG Supporting systems

Chief Information Officer (CIO)/IT Manager A project office will need to be established to 

summit for learning and information interchange support the project management, financing, 

as well as provision of central technical advice. It rollout and maintenance of the fibre backbone 

will also include 'hard' elements in the form of and supporting systems. A Network Operations 

grant funding to the municipalities with budget Centre (NOC) is needed to manage the day-to-

set aside for an average of 10 point-to-point day operations of the network, including the 

microwave links and a nominal 50km of municipal networks.
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5. Connecting Government: Financial implications

Findings have estimated that the project cost is R3 688m over 10 years commencing in FY2012. These are 

costs in December 2011 Rands and do not include inflation. The CAPEX and OPEX costs are detailed in  

Figure 4 and Figure 5 below. The figures for the main backbone project and the municipal network 

support are identified separately. 

Source: BMI-T,  2012

Figure 4: WCG Connecting Government project - annual spend FY2012 through FY2021 (Rm)

Source: BMI-T,  2012

Figure 5: WCG Connecting Government project - cumulative spend FY2012 through FY2021 (Rm)
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Project financing largest broadband network project, which has a 

minimum cost of R4.185bn to the City of A project of this nature requires co-operation 

Johannesburg. This is entirely a fibre backbone between the public and private sectors. The PPP 

project connecting government buildings and (public private partnership) approach is usually 

does not include the access layer to private assumed to be the preferred project financing 

sector clients. More importantly, it is also a mechanism. However, primary research for this 

project supported by commercial lending project showed that there is widespread 

institutions and thus shows a “commercially dissatisfaction with the current formal PPP 

fundable business model”. The project is not processes required by National and Provincial 

funded under a PPP but rather under section 33 Treasuries, but there is a realisation that working 

of Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA) closer with Treasury is required.

in a 15 year Build, Operate and Transfer (BOT) 

contract comprising a three year network build 

project followed by a 12 year operate and Following a review of recent projects and 

renew phase.  The project was argued fully on a interaction with stakeholders, our findings 

current cost replacement process. The workings concluded that the best model to consider is the 

of the financing model are illustrated in Figure 6 precedent set by the City of Johannesburg's 

below.Bwired broadband network, South Africa's 

Case study: City of Johannesburg BWired model

Source: BMI-T,  2012

Figure 6: BWired Business Model
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WCG Investment based upon a "Cost Leveraging the private sector

Replacement" Model

Expanded Public Works Programme

It is clear that maximum leverage of the private 

The total estimated investment that can be sector is required to “scale” the project to meet 

sourced under a commercially backed business the funding requirements. The proposed WCG 

plan calculated on an "aggregated expense fibre network would be of substantial value to 

replacement basis" that should receive Treasury existing and new operators with regional 

approval (based upon what National Treasury interests, including the new anticipated LTE 
6consortiums being planned . Operators could approved under the Bwired project) is R1.228bn 

use the network as backhaul for mobile/LTE (Present Value) over a 10 year period i.e. a 

WCG traffic as well for alternative routing. This could R200m p.a. annuity payment by the  to the 

result in substantial income or investment in the proposed SPV.  The figure of R200m is the amount 

proposed SPV vehicle. This will significantly help of money that can reasonable be expended as 

WCG to close the funding gap. It is extremely difficult to "off take" from the  telecommunications 

predict the scale of private sector investment budget to be ploughed back into the network 

that this network will attract but based upon build.

investment details announced around Fibreco 

and the current co-build consortiums (both multi 

billion rand co-build fibre rollout projects) an Research has shown that the 'civils' component 

amount of R1.5bn is considered low but not of backbone fibre projects accounts for 70%-80% 

unreasonable.of the passive network cost, but this also includes 

professional components such as design, land 

As shown earlier, the Connecting Government surveying, project management, quality control 

project is estimated at a cost of approximately etc. The raw labour component for the digging 

R3.68bn over 10 years. Taking other projects such of trenches can be estimated at around 50% of 

as the Connecting Households and Connecting the passive network cost. The Expanded Pubic 

to the World projects into account, a sum of Works Programme (EPWP) can be targeted as a 

roughly R4.0bn will need to be raised. Table 5 source of state funds for the significant trenching 

shows how this could be funded with proceeds costs that will be incurred.

from the WCG Offtake, EPWP and other sources.

6. 
 LTE stands for 'Long Term Evolution', a fourth generation mobile broadband wireless technology that is currently 

maturing. LTE will provide high-speed, wide-area broadband data services and requires a robust, fibre based backbone 

to support its voracious appetite for bandwidth. Radio spectrum for LTE purposes is currently a contentious issue in South 

Africa with ICASA looking to allocate spectrum in the 800MHz and 2.6GHz bands.  These are aligned with international 

bands.  The issue is that the demand for these bands exceeds supply and the DoC and ICASA are wrestling with this 

conundrum.  Based on the models proposes by ICASA and media reports, the expectation is that some parts of the above 

spectrum will be assigned to be used on a 'wholesale basis' and that a consortia of companies would be needed to satisfy 

this requirement.
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Funding Sources

Private Sector Leverage Calculations 

Cost Replacement Commercial Model 

(WCG Offtake)

Expanded Public Works Programme

Municipal Funding Contributions

USAASA

Private Sector Leverage Required

Total funded

Socio Economic Investment Element 

(GAP)

Total Funds Sourced

Total Investment by WCG and State

Total Private Sector Investment

Investment Period (Years)

Interest Rate over period

Annual "Fees/Royalties" to SPV

Table 5: WCG Broadband projects: Funding sources

Amount

 R     1 228 913 421 

 

R        800 000 000 

 R        300 000 000 

 R        100 000 000 

 R     1 500 000 000 

 R     3 928 913 421  

R          49 509 093 

 R     3 978 422 515 

 R     2 527 931 608 

 R     1 500 000 000 

10

10%

 R        244 118 092 

Comments

@R200m/year Off take (10% Interest 

Rate)

R 241 536 644 p.a. over 4 years @ 8%

R 44 708 847 p.a. over 10 years @ 8%

R 30 192 080 p.a. over 4 years @ 8%

As calculated below

Investment Gap to be filled by 

subsidies by State

Source: BMI-T, 2012

The net of the above is that the creation of a plausible, bankable business case is possible based on the 

offtake figures from the current WCG budget, plus cooperation of the private sector.
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Economic rationale resources. Finally, the IRR is the discount rate that 

returns a NPV of zero and shows the likely 

economic returns to society of a project in Strategic Economic Solutions (SES) was 

relation to other investment opportunities.appointed to undertake the economic 

evaluation of the Connecting Government, 

Connecting Households and Connecting to the An economic analysis includes all costs to 

World projects.  The analysis period incorporated society. This is done by adjusting for shadow 
7 prices and wages and removing the distortions all the costs over a 20 year period and values 

caused by taxes and subsidies.were discounted to present day values by using 

a social discount rate of 8%. This corresponds to 

the rate prescribed by the South African National 

Treasury and the Provincial Department of When evaluating the Connecting Government 

Transport of the Western Cape Government. The project purely on the benefits to the government 

cost benefit analysis was developed based on sector alone the NPV is R1 038m, the BCR 1.4 and 

best practice and in consultation with the the IRR 13%. These results indicate that the 

guidelines of the Manual for Cost Benefit Analysis project is marginal from an economic efficiency 

in South Africa. Although all the costs and the point of view. However, when the benefits to the 

benefits are concentrated within the Western private sector are included the NPV increases to 

Cape the analysis has been conducted from a R17 494m, the BCR to 7.5 and the IRR to 42%. If the 

country wide perspective. City of Cape Town's broadband rollout project is 

added then the NPV increases even further to 

The outcome of the analysis is a net present R69 751m, the BCR to 9.8 and the IRR to 79%. This 

value (NPV), a benefit cost ratio (BCR) and an indicates that from a province-wide perspective 

internal rate of return (IRR) for those cases where the project is extremely beneficial. These results 

the project is compared to a do-minimum are shown in Table 6.

alternative. The NPV shows the total value of 

future costs and benefits reduced to a present 

day value. The BCR measures the changes in 

benefits and costs that would result from an 

investment. BCRs are typically used when there 

are many competing alternatives and projects 

need to be funded from a limited set of 

Background

Outcomes

7.  The figure of 20 years applies to the Connecting Government project while 5 years was used for the Connecting 

Households and 10 years for Connecting to the World project as these two projects have a different profile in terms of 

technology lifespans.
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Table 6: Connecting Government Cost Benefit Analysis (Rm)

Public Sector Benefits

R2 158.5

R530.7

R2 689.1

R2 461.6

R1 265.4

R3 727.0

R1 037.9

1.4

13%

Parameter

Costs

Capital costs

Operating costs

Total costs

Benefits

Public sector gains

Cost savings / transfers

Total benefits

Economic results

NPV

BCR

IRR

Source: BMI-T / SES, 2012

Public and Private Sector Benefits

R2 158.5

R530.7

R2 689.1

R2 461.6

R1 265.4

R20 182.9

R17 493.7

7.5

42%

The following detailed observations were made in 2012, 787 in 2013, 1 465 in 2014, and 1 272 in 

on the Connecting Government project: 2015. Once the productivity gains from the 

broadband network begin to be felt it is 

expected that as many as 1 006 direct and ?The overall contribution to Gross Domestic 

indirect jobs would be created in 2016 and Product (GDP) is expected to total R335m in 

increasing to 20 873 by 2031.2012, R787m in 2013, R1.47bn in 2014 and 

?Total tax generation is expected to increase R1.27bn in 2015. From 2016 onwards, when 

from R32m in 2012 to over R1.7bn in 2031. the broadband network becomes active, 

When the capital expenditure is complete in the total contribution to GDP is expected to 

2015 a cumulative total of R376m in taxes increase from R1.0bn to a significant R20.8bn 

would have been generated by the project. by 2031.

The cumulative contribution to taxes by 2031 ?The cumulative contribution to GDP is 

is expected to exceed R12.5bn.expected to total R3.86bn by the end of 

?The contribution to indirect household 2015, when the broadband network has 

income increases from R91m in 2012 to been fully rolled out. By 2031 the cumulative 

R5.85bn in 2031. By 2031 it is expected that contribution to GDP can be expected to 

the project will have exceeded financial exceed R150bn.

justification?Total direct and indirect employment 

opportunities are expected to amount to 335 
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Prior to this project the City of Cape Town has ?The NPV is now R69 751m.

implemented its own broadband rollout project. ?The BCR has increased to 9.8.

This will result in synergies between the city and ?The IRR is 79%.

the rest of the province. If the costs and benefits 

of the Cape Town project are included then the 

project becomes even more efficient, with the As shown above, the economic analysis 
8following results : indicates that the project is economically 

?Total Costs increased to a PV of R7 890m. This beneficial and robust. Furthermore, it can be 

is an increase of R5 200m due to the City of concluded that incorporating the City of Cape 

Cape Town's rollout costs. Town broadband rollout will increase the 

?Total Benefits have now increased to a PV of economic efficiency of the project. The results of 

R77 641m. The increase is due to the inclusion the cost benefit analysis are shown in Table 7.

of the benefits from the City of Cape Town of 

R57 458m.

Summary

Project Description

Project 1:  Public sector benefits only

Project 1:  Public and private sector benefits

Project 1:  Including the City of Cape Town rollout

Table 7: Summary economic impact of Project 1: Connecting Government

NPV (Rm)

1 038

17 494

69 751

BCR

1.4

7.5

9.8

IRR

13%

42%

79%

Source: SES,BMI-T, 2012

Financial analysis opportunity to earn income in the form of 

royalties for dark fibre leases and rack space The building of the provincial network will allow 

leases in the municipality PoPs. Figure 7 illustrates the WCG to transition services off the private 

that the financial justification for the project in sector networks and build capacity on the 

the form of a breakeven analysis will take of the network allowing it to offer services internally that 

order of 8 years. This is to be expected given the might not otherwise be affordable or available 

size of the investment and the large due to budget constraints and/or not a lack of 

geographical area to cover.general business interest. There is also the 
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Figure 7: WCG P1 Project Financial Breakeven Analysis (Rm): Phases 1, 2 and 3

6. Environmental analysis The time implications of conducting the EIAs 

have been factored into the project planning The general concept in this proposal is that new 

and the resolution and approval of the EIAs are fibre routes are to be built in the road reserves of 

items that appear on the critical path for the the provincial roads and some national roads. As 

project, particularly for Phase 1 and Phase 2.identified in the legal review, applications will 

need to be made to the Department of 

It is more than likely that specialist third party Transport and Public Works for wayleaves and to 

contractors will be engaged to conduct the EIA the Department of Environmental Affairs and 

exercise and there are several companies with Planning for Environmental impact Assessments 

the relevant expertise and experience to (EIAs). 

conduct the EIAs effectively and efficiently. 
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Acronyms

ALC       Adult Learning Centre DCAS       Department of Cultural Affairs 

ABET              Adult Basic Education and and Sport

Training DEDAT Department of Economic 

ADSL             Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Development and Tourism

Line DFA Dark Fibre Africa

ALC Adult Learning Centre DGITO       Departmental Government 

APP Annual Performance Plan Information Officer

AP SWAN Andhra Pradesh State Wide DHQ District Headquarters

Area Network DOC            Department of Communications

ARRA American Reinvestment and DOH Department of Health

Recovery Act DOPW&T   Department of Public Works and 

BCR Benefit Cost Ratio Transport

BOT Build, Operate and Transfer DoT&PW Department of Transport and 

BPO Broadband Project Office Public Works

C-ECS Class Electronic DotP           Department of the Premier

Communications Services DPE         Department of Public Enterprise 

CAGR Compound Annual Growth Rate EASSy EASSy is a 10,000km submarine 

CAPEX Capital Expenditure fibre-optic cable system 

CBD Central Business District deployed along the east and 

CCTV Closed Circuit Television south coast of Africa to service 

CEI Centre for e-Innovation the voice, data, video and 

CHIPAC Telkom's Customer-Half IP internet needs of the region.

Access Circuit ECA             Electronic Communications Act

CIO Chief Information Officer ECNS           Electronic Communication 

CINX Cape Town Internet Exchange Network Services

CLC      Community Learning Centre ECS            Electronic Communications 

CoCT    City of Cape Town Services

COTS Commercial off-the-shelf EIA              Environmental Impact Assessment

CPE             Common Platform Enumeration EPWP Expanded Public Works 

CSC Common Services Centre Programme

CTICC Cape Town International ExMO Exchange Management 

Convention Centre Operator

DBSA Development Bank of Southern ExMOA Exchange Management Open 

Africa Access
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FET              Further Education and Training IRR International Rate of Return

FTTH Fibre to the Home IRU Indefeasible Right of Use

FTTH Fibre to the Premises IS&T Information Services and 

GB Gigabytes = 1000 Megabytes Technology 

GB/s Gigabytes per second ISAD             Information Society and 

GCIS         Government Communication Development

Information Systems ISM            Industrial, Scientific Medical

GDP Gross Domestic Product ISP               Internet Service Provider

GEN3 Generation 3 ISRD          Integrated Sustainable Rural 

Ghz Gigahertz Development

GIS   Geographic Information IT Information Technology

Services ITU      International Telecommunication 

GSi Government Secure Intranet Union

HEI Higher Education Institution Kbs Kilobytes

HSPA           High Speed Packet Access Kbps Kilobytes per second

I-ECS Individual Electronic LAN            Local Area Network

Communications Services LBS             Location Based Services

ICASA      Independent Communications LCD Liquid Crystal Display

Authority of South Africa LLU Local Loop Unbundling  

ICT             Information and LSM       Living Standards Measure

Communication Technologies LTE Long Term Evolution

IDA Infocomm Development MB Megabytes = 1 000 kilobytes

Authority Mb/s Megabytes per second

IDC International Development MFMA     Municipal Finance Management 

Collaborative Act

IEC         Independent Electoral MFN          Multi-frequency Network

Commission MHQ Mandal Headquarters

INR International normalized ratio MIU           Mobile Internet Unit

IP internet provider or internet MOF Microsoft operations framework 

protocol MOF Ministry of Finance 

IPStream IPstream is the most highly-used MoU Memorandum of Understanding 

wholesale broadband Internet MPLS      Multi-protocol Label Switching

service MS Microsoft



MTEF Medium term expenditure PNC ISAD Presidential National Commission 

framework on Information Society and 

NBN Nationwide Broadband Network Development 

NBWM National Broadband Wireless POGW Optical Ground Wire

Network POP Point of Presence

NGO Non-governmental Organisation POTS Plain Old Telephone Service

NHS National Health Service PPP            Public Private Partnership

NPO Non-profit Organisation PSO Provincial Strategic Objective

NOC Network Operation Centre PTN Private Telecommunications 

NRI          Network Readiness Index Network

NPV Net Present Value QOS Quality of Service

NU Network User SEACOM SEACOM is a privately owned 

OECD             Organisation for Economic Co- and operated pan-African ICT 

operation and Development enabler that is driving the 

OPEX     Operation Expenditure development of the African 

OPGW Optical ground wire internet. SEACOM's vision has 

P-ECNS Private Electronic been built on the backbone of 

Communications Networks open-access and equitable 

PC Personal Computers principles.

PCMCIA      Personal Computer Memory SAIX South African Internet Exchange 

Card International Association SANReN South African National Research 

PDA             Personal Digital Assistant Network

RENs  Research Education Networks SAPS South African Police Service

RFI Request for information SASSA  South African Social Security 

RFID Radio-frequency identification Agency

RLCP         Rural Libraries Connectivity SDA State Designated Agency 

Project SDH         Synchronous Digital Hierarchy 

PGWC   Provincial Government of the SES Strategic Economic Solution

Western Cape SHQ State Headquarters

PIA             Public ICT Access SITA              State IT Agency

PNC         Presidential National SLA Service Level Agreement

Commission SMEs             Small and Medium Enterprises

SOE                State-owned Enterprise 

SPV              Special Purpose Vehicle 
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STM            Synchronous Transport Module

SWAN State Wide Area Network

TA Transaction Advisor 

TB Terabytes = 1 000 Gigabytes

Tb/s Terabits per second,

TENET Tertiary Education & Research 

Network

UPS Uninterupted Power Supply

US United States of America

USAASA  Universal Service and Access 

Agency of South Africa

USB Universal Serial Bus

VAN Value Added Network

VLE Village Level Entrepreneur 

VoIP    Voice-over Internet Protocol

VOWLAN Voice-over Wireless Local Area 

Network

VPN           Virtual Private Network

VSAT   Very Small Aperture Terminal

VPUU Violence Prevention and Urban 

Upgrades

WACS West Coast Cable System

WAN       Wide Area Network

WCED         Western Cape Education 

Department

WCG Western Cape Government

WiFi Wireless networking technology 

WISP       Wireless Internet Service Provider

WMN      Wireless Mesh Network





To obtain additional copies of this document, please contact:
Chief Directorate: Trade and Sector Development 
e-mail: farhaana.allie@pgwc.gov.za

Western Cape Provincial Department of Economic Development and Tourism 
P.O. Box 979, 9th Floor, Waldorf Building, 80 St. George's Mall, Cape Town, 8000
tel: +27 21 483 8300       fax: +27 21 483 9162
website: www.westerncape.gov.za 
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